
Powerful Phishing  
Protection for M365

Real-time Protection Against Zero-Hour Phishing Attacks
PhishTitan is the new anti-phishing solution from TitanHQ. It is a cloud-based, AI-driven, enterprise phishing 

solution that offers additional security for companies using Microsoft 365. It provides advanced phishing 
protection against malicious email, utilizing the most sophisticated tools in the IT world.

 PhishTitan delivers unbeatable anti-phishing accuracy and minimal false-positive results using AI, curated threat 
intelligence feeds, and end-user feedback.

Protecting against zero-day attacks through multi-faceted analysis of emails, and time-of-click techniques. 
PhishTitan deploys in minutes and is managed from a single interface, allowing administrators to cleanse 

multiple inboxes in one click.
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Key Features

Why PhishTitan is the Best Choice for Protecting M365?

Organizations without robust phishing protection for M365 are vulnerable. PhishTitan enhances your M365 
security stance, with automatic incident creation and email bannering, powered by AI analysis and multiple 

threat intelligence feeds.

25% of phishing emails  
are marked clean by 

Office 365 EOP.

Windows Defender blocked 
phishing sites only 
68% of the time.

71.4% of Microsoft 365 business users 
suffer at least one compromised  

account each month.
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What do you get when you add PhishTitan  
to your Office 365?

With over 345 million paying users, Microsoft 365 is one of the most popular application suites for businesses 
and has become a popular target for cybercriminals. PhishTitan enhances your security stance by offering an 

additional layer of security that complements EOP and Defender.

Connecting through M365 APIs, PhishTItan offers effortless onboarding, simple management, additional 
protective analysis, and the capability for post-delivery remediation across multiple tenants.

How it Works

Unparalleled Threat Intelligence & High Detection Accuracy

Using a combination of detection methods PhishTitan offers the highest detection  
accuracy possible. This puts a stop to phishing attacks by analyzing and identifying threats using:

 » LLM intelligence and user feedback.
 » Curated threat intelligence data that is unmatched in visibility, coverage and accuracy.
 » URL analysis through numerous curated feeds to detect malicious destinations linked from phishing mails.
 » Machine learning (ML) detection models that are very effective at adapting to new phishing tactics.

User Experience  
& Reporting

PhishTitan seamlessly integrates into 
M365 and:

 » Offers an additional layer of security that 
augments Exchange Online Protection (EOP)  
and Microsoft Defender.

 » Detailed reports and real-time alerts.
 » Provides automatic warning of suspect emails.
 » Feedback using Outlook add-in.

Training & Support

On top of PhishTitan’s technical capabilities, we offer:

 » Comprehensive customer support ensuring seamless 
implementation.

 » Webinars and courses to help you efficiently enable  
all features and educate your users about phishing threats.
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